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Abstract: This thesis explores the representation of female sexuality in D.H. Lawrence’s Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover and Elizabeth Gilbert’s City of Girls. This work aims to compare the patriarchal 

image of Connie Chatterley with a more progressive image of Vivian Morris with the help of 

interdisciplinary feminist theory and feminist literary criticism.  

Lady Chatterley’s Lover is a final novel by the British writer D.H. Lawrence, written in 1928 but 

banned from publication until 1960 for its explicit sexual content. The novel portrays the interclass 

affair between Connie Chatterley and the gamekeeper Oliver Mellors and is problematic in 

representing gender and sexuality. Employing feminist interpretations of essentialism, theory of 

binary opposition, and Freud’s theory of sexuality, I analyze how the novel portrays othering of the 

female body, disparaging attitude toward the womb, and heterosexual power dynamic, thus making 

Connie an embodiment of the patriarchal vision. 

Gilbert’s City of Girls is a progressive literary work published in 2019 which explores the theme of 

female sexuality from a contemporary point of view through the narrator-protagonist Vivian Morris. 

Gilbert presents a refined image of female sexuality by tackling assumptions traditionally assigned 

to it. The novel explores feminine beauty, sexual shame, and social punishment due to female sexual 

expression. Gilbert portrays Vivian as a sexually transgressive heroine who eventually embraces her 

sexuality and accepts it as a natural part of her identity. Gilbert’s representation of female sexuality 

presents a feminist perspective and subverts literary tradition. 
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1 Introduction 
    

Sexuality is a natural expression of the body and one of the features of our identity. For 

centuries, patriarchy has mystified, attacked, and exploited female sexuality, targeting and 

weaponizing women’s bodies to create and maintain a male-centered world. As a result, women 

have been diminished to sexual objects and robbed of their sexual agency. As feminist theory 

has shown, patriarchy recycles its values through every social institution, including culture. 

Feminist literary scholars, for their part, have pointed out the role of literature in oppressing 

women through culture, suggesting that as a refined and male-dominated form of art, literature 

has the undeniable power to reflect and create our social reality (Morris 1993, 8). Therefore, 

literature may contribute to the inequality by producing narratives catered to patriarchal taste, 

thus failing women who turn to reading in search of positive sexual identity models.  

 Canonical literature hardly provides women with fair representation, but I would argue 

that it is not fruitful to criticize narratives written centuries ago for their problematic values. 

However, we may use such narratives to understand the roots of oppression and use this 

knowledge to dismantle patriarchal tradition. It is particularly productive to analyze how 

representation has evolved over the years by comparing classic literary works with the more 

progressive contemporary ones. Pursuing this goal, I have chosen two novels that foreground 

the theme of female sexuality, D. H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) and Elizabeth 

Gilbert’s City of Girls (2019). The novels are written by a male and a female author respectively 

and published almost a century apart, which makes their combination a compelling material for 

analysis. With the help of interdisciplinary feminist theory and feminist literary criticism, I will 

identify critical elements in portraying female sexuality in both novels. I will demonstrate that 

approaching sexuality in a misogynistic or progressive manner allows literature to establish or 

undermine patriarchal values, significantly impacting representation of women’s sexual 

identity.  

 This Introduction includes two sections designed to familiarize readers with the content 

of the novels and a designated section for the overview of the critical theories relevant to this 

thesis. Since both narratives are focalized around a female protagonist, those characters will be 

the center of discussion. The first chapter will focus on Connie Chatterley, the protagonist of 

Lady Chatterley’s Lover, who embodies a traditional patriarchal view of female sexuality. I 

will use the novel to talk about the othering of the female body, the disparaging attitude toward 

the womb, and the heterosexual power dynamic. The second chapter will discuss Vivian Morris, 
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the narrator-protagonist of City of Girls. Gilbert’s novel challenges patriarchal ideas about 

women, and I will analyze how it portrays beauty, explores shame and social punishment as the 

consequences of active female sexuality, and creates an image of a positive sexual identity, 

making City of Girls a progressive and valuable literary work.  

 

1.1 Lady Chatterley’s Lover 

The first work analyzed in this thesis is Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928), the last novel written 

by the English writer D.H. Lawrence. The novel had been first banned from publication for its 

explicit sex scenes, and it saw the light of day only in 1960 (in the United Kingdom and other 

countries), right before the sexual revolution. Lady Chatterley’s Lover was initially received as 

a progressive literary work, but quickly the novel was also strongly criticized by feminist 

scholars for its problematic representation of female sexuality. Criticism of Lawrence's final 

work can be called predictable because feminists had expressed disapproval of his novels over 

the years. Commenting on Lawrence’s conservative portrayal of female characters, Simone de 

Beauvoir ([1949] 2011, 236) claims that Lawrence spent his life writing guidebooks for women. 

Kate Millet (2000, 239) calls Lawrence “one of the most talented and fervid of sexual 

politicians”, whose work perpetuates stereotypes about women. Lawrence’s literary works are 

undoubtedly androcentric and misogynistic, but they also attract attention among female 

readers to this day. Despite its controversial reputation, Lady Chatterley’s Lover is revised for 

the modern audience through multiple screen adaptations, with the most recent one released in 

2015 on BBC One. The story is still of interest to the readers and viewers and therefore worthy 

of critical analysis.  

 The novel is set in the British Midlands, amid rapid technological development and 

massive industrialization shortly after the First World War. Connie and Clifford Chatterley get 

married in 1917 during his month's leave; Clifford quickly returns to war and suffers a severe 

injury which leaves him paralyzed from the hips down. In 1920 Clifford and Connie come to 

Wragby Hall, the “forlorn” home of Clifford’s family, to start their married life. Connie and 

Clifford are upper-class and privileged, but as a couple, they share no emotional connection, 

which is aggravated by Clifford’s impotence and infertility. Frustrated and depressed because 

of her mundane existence, Connie seeks relief outside her marriage. She first has a casual affair 

with Michaelis, one of Clifford’s acquaintances, who comes for a short visit and temporarily 

satisfies Connie's sexual desire. However, this affair is only a prelude to Connie’s full-blown 

romance with Wragby’s working-class gamekeeper, Oliver Mellors, who presents masculinity 

at its finest. The development of Connie and Mellors’ romantic and sexual feelings toward each 
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other and the scrutiny of the characters’ inner world are at the center of the narrative. The story 

explores the themes of sexuality (or “sensuality”, as Lawrence calls it in the novel), gender, 

class, and industrialization.  

 

1.2 City of Girls 

The second literary work studied in this thesis is City of Girls (2019), a recent novel by 

Elizabeth Gilbert. Gilbert is the #1 New York Times bestselling author famous for her 

autobiographical work Eat, Pray, Love: One Woman’s Search for Everything Across Italy, 

India, and Indonesia (2006). In her memoir, translated into over 30 languages and adapted into 

a screen version starring Julia Roberts, Gilbert describes her self-discovery and healing journey 

after a painful divorce. Although Eat, Pray, Love has become a commercial success, it was 

criticized for portraying a privileged lifestyle and ignoring pressing social issues. City of Girls, 

however, bears little resemblance to Gilbert’s previous works. In her interview with Marie 

Claire, Gilbert admitted that she wanted to write a book about “promiscuous” women who 

enjoy their sexuality without being punished for it, as is often the way in the literary canon 

(Gilbert 2019). Before writing the novel, Gilbert spent four years conducting research and 

interviewing women in their 90s, ensuring that the idea she had for the book – a story about 

“promiscuous girls” in the 1940s and later – could very well have existed at the time. City of 

Girls is a genre-bending work, combining features of a bildungsroman, a romance novel, and 

historical fiction. It has been described as a “hymn to female desire” (Merritt 2019), a “glorious, 

multilayered celebration of womanhood” (Baker 2019), and a “funny, bittersweet, moving 

coming-of-age story” (Michallon 2019).  

 The novel is narrated in the year 2010 from the perspective of Vivian Morris, the eighty-

nine-year-old narrator-protagonist, who reminiscences about her life to a woman named 

Angela, whose identity is not revealed until the end of the novel. Vivian arrives in New York 

in the summer of 1940 after being expelled from college for her poor academic performance. 

She comes to the city to live with her aunt Peg who owns a theater, Lily Playhouse, which runs 

mediocre plays for the working class. Vivian is mesmerized by the dazzling and glamorous 

world of showgirls and theatre and enjoys New York City’s many entertainments. Vivian takes 

up a self-proclaimed job as the costume director of the theatre, becomes friends with a gorgeous 

showgirl Celia Ray, and indulges in sex and “debauchery” until one scandalous affair almost 

destroys her reputation and sends her back home to her parents. What comes next is the 

processing of shame and an attempt to redeem herself through quiet, passive life. When the 

United States enter the war, Vivian returns to New York to work at the Navy Yard with her 
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aunt Peg and other former Lily Playhouse staff. Vivian’s previously smooth and privileged 

existence is interrupted by the hardships of the war, which forces her to grow up. In the years 

following the end of the war, Vivian rebuilds her life. She enjoys her independence, female 

friendships, and many lovers; she pursues her life-long passion for sewing and opens a wedding 

boutique with her best friend, Marjorie. The two women start working and living together, 

taking care of each other as a family. Apart from these female friendships, one of the central 

experiences that narrator Vivian reflects upon is her relationship with the war veteran Frank. 

During a war memorial, Vivian and Frank realize that they had met when they were young and 

shared a rather traumatic experience upon their first encounter. When they meet as adults, 

Vivian learns that Frank suffers from a “neuropsychopatic condition”, a consequence of his war 

injury, making it impossible for him to be touched or stay still. Eventually, they fall in love, 

and Frank becomes Vivian’s perfect platonic lover. Their non-physical yet intimate relationship 

lasts twelve years until Frank's fatal heart attack. Angela, to whom Vivian narrates the entire 

story in her letter, turns out to be Frank’s daughter, who years later contacted Vivian to inform 

her of Frank’s wife’s passing and ask Vivian about Frank’s life.   

 In City of Girls, Gilbert does not simply write a new image of female sexuality but 

masterfully crafts it by tackling many suppositions traditionally assigned to it. Gilbert explores 

the burning shame and social punishment that negatively affect women for their sexual 

expression. Using retrospective narration, she dismantles internalized misogyny by having her 

narrator question and reconsider discriminatory experiences of her youth and adulthood. Gilbert 

rejects heteronormativity and portrays a loving relationship between Vivian and Frank based 

on emotional intimacy and equality. The author pushes limits even further by showing an 

independent and self-sufficient female character who enjoys her sexuality and takes complete 

control over her life. Gilbert boldly sets female sexuality free and claims sexual agency as a 

woman’s territory.  

 

1.3 Theoretical Overview 

In my discussion of female sexuality, I will refer to feminist literary criticism and 

interdisciplinary feminist theory. I will use Kate Millet’s Sexual Politics (2000) and Pam 

Morris’s Literature and Feminism (1993) as the basis for my literary analysis. These works 

study the representation of female sexuality and provide a feminist interpretation of some of 

the critical theories relevant to my discussion, including Freud’s theory of sexuality, 

essentialism, and the theory of binary opposition. I will support my analysis with 

interdisciplinary works that discuss the body, gender, and sexuality, including Germaine 
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Greer’s The Female Eunuch (1971) and her consequent work The Whole Woman (2000), Gerda 

Lerner’s Women and History. Vol. 1, The Creation of Patriarchy (1986), Laura Mulvey’s Visual 

and Other Pleasures (1989), and Carina Chocano’s You Play the Girl: On Playboy Bunnies, 

Princesses, Trainwrecks & Other Man-Made Women (2017).  

  I will also be referring to the scholarship connected to Lawrence’s representation of 

female sexuality, including articles by Marina Ludwigs (2011), Gerald Doherty (1998), and 

David Kellogg (1999). Since Gilbert’s work is relatively recent, and no relevant scholarship 

has yet been published, I will refer to scholarship on sexually transgressive heroines in 

contemporary female-written novels, including works of Surapeepan Chatraporn (2008) and 

Brooks J. Bouson (2009) and published reviews and interviews with Elizabeth Gilbert.  

 The primary focus of this thesis is on female sexuality, and in my discussion, I make a 

clear distinction between sex and gender. Sex is approached as a biological feature, while 

gender as a socially constructed category (Moi 2005, 26). For gender inclusivity, I must note 

that I approach neither sex nor gender as a binary but rather discuss the concept of femininity 

and masculinity constructed under patriarchy. 
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2 Connie Chatterley 
 

This chapter provides a feminist reading of D. H. Lawrence’s novel and examines its portrayal 

of sexuality and the gendered body. Although the novel does introduce female sexual 

experience as embodied and pleasurable, it is nevertheless quite problematic in its favour of 

masculinity over femininity. I argue that Lady Chatterley’s Lover presents a typically 

patriarchal view of female sexuality and reflects a deeply rooted misogyny in literature and 

culture. The novel sexualizes the bodies, portrays women as passive and guided by the womb, 

and paints heterosexual relationships as an intense power struggle.  

 
2.1 Othering of the Female Body 

Construction of the point of view is an essential tool through which authors convey their views 

and manipulate readers into identifying with their values. Judith Fetterley (1978, xii) argues 

that a female reader is “required to identify against herself” when reading many classic works. 

In this, it is relevant that Lady Chatterley’s Lover is a male-written literary work with a third-

person omniscient narrator and a female protagonist as focalizer. In my view, such a 

combination works to establish the reliability of the novel's authority regarding the female body 

and sexuality. From the beginning of the novel, Lawrence aims to create trust with his female 

audience and establish the reliability of his portrayal of the female experience. Thus, he 

describes women as morally superior to men: when men only want sex, women want something 

“higher”, or that women are “just as good as the men themselves: only better, since they are 

women” (6). Lawrence’s work is an example of an unethical portrayal of the marginalized 

group. It is problematic for a male writer to presume that he knows the nuances of the reality 

of the group he does not belong (Phelan 2014, 531-546). Lawrence's images in his novel are 

damaging but reflective of the patriarchal order. 

 Feminists have voiced their concerns that the patriarchal worldview is built to consider 

the male body the norm and the female body the mysterious other (Morris 1993, 19). Since 

patriarchy favors masculinity, standards regarding beauty and sexuality are radically 

incompatible for the genders. Masculinity is entitled to flaws and imperfections and 

unrestrained sexual expression, while femininity entails constant improvement and restricted 

sexual activity. The human body, in general, is encircled by socially constructed meanings and 

metaphors, many of which are weaponized against the more marginalized genders. 

Biologically, the body is solely a living organism, but socially, it is loaded with significant 

meaning. In this thesis, the biological body is seen as neutral and natural, and its only meaning 
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is to be a primary medium through which humans experience the world. Nevertheless, the body 

does not exist in a vacuum, and its understanding is shaped by society. As Caroline 

Ramazanoglu (1995, 33) points out, “The most basic bodily experiences of pleasure and pain 

are never simply biological, since we can only experience them through the meanings they are 

given in cultures.” Since in most cultures, social equals patriarchal, cultural meanings given to 

the body tend to be yet another manifestation of the sexist system and should be questioned and 

scrutinized.  

 Lady Chatterley’s Lover is a solid example of two views concerning the body, 

essentialism (also referred to as biological determinism) and binary opposition. According to 

Pam Morris’ interpretation, essentialism is “the belief that attributes are inherent and distinctive 

to an object, for example, that certain qualities are universal to women. Often these qualities 

are held to derive from female biology and hence to be inevitable” (1993, 196). Essentialist 

values are based on the assumption that the sexes are fundamentally different and inherently 

unequal due to their nature. Men are thought to be superior due to their physical strength and 

active sexuality, and women are inferior because of their reproductive function, which 

predisposes women’s destiny to that of a nurturer. Gerda Lerner argues that essentialist views 

are precisely the kind of knowledge used by patriarchy as an excuse to assign women 

subordinate social roles and restrain them to maternal function. In the past, social subordination 

was justified through the female “biological constitution” and was presented as a natural order 

(1986, 18-19). Essentialism is an example of male-created knowledge employed for female 

oppression and heavily recycled through culture.  

 The othering of the female body is also evident in how the worldview is constructed. 

Along with essentialism, Pam Morris presents the theory of binary opposition, which originated 

from Ferdinand de Saussure’s structuralist theory but gained political meaning with Jacque 

Derrida’s deconstruction theory. According to Morris (1993, 195), binary opposition describes 

the relationship between two ideas, such as “light/dark, culture/nature, good/evil”, with one 

term presented as superior to the other and dependent on it for its dominant meaning. Morris 

(14) argues that masculinity and femininity function in binary opposition and that femininity 

serves as “an empty space”, which is defined for the sake of positive by masculine identity. As 

Morris points out, “By seeing women as other to themselves, as not-men, men can read into 

‘femininity’ whatever qualities are needed to construct their sense of the masculine” (14). This 

point shows that femininity as such does not represent itself but rather functions as a foundation 

upon which masculinity is established, as masculinity depends on femininity for its dominant 

meaning.   
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 Lawrence’s characterization of the novel’s main characters is indicative of both the 

essentialist views and the binary opposition theory. Clifford is described as a person with 

“challenging bright eyes”, “broad and strong” shoulders, and “very strong” hands (6). Despite 

his disability, Clifford’s body thus retains many masculine characteristics and expresses his 

intellect and upper-class position. Nevertheless, his body is also lacking, and there is a softness 

about him which is revealed in his “very quiet, hesitating voice” and eyes that are “at the same 

time bold and frightened, assured and uncertain” (16). Before his injury, Clifford demonstrates 

a loss of libido, and sex is a mere “accident” to him. Gerald Doherty (1998, 376) makes a point 

that prior to his impotence, “Clifford's genital primacy was already weakly established [...] 

Clifford’s physical paralysis is thus a mere symbolic reinforcement of a tendency already 

pronounced, one that points to further declinations from the sexual ‘norm’.” Since aggressive 

sexuality is considered an inherent masculine feature, Clifford is almost symbolically 

emasculated by his impotence, which makes him less of a man than Mellors. As for Connie, 

she is described as a “ruddy, country-looking girl with soft brown hair and sturdy body, and 

slow movements”, “big wondering eyes”, and “a soft mild voice” (6). There is innocence and 

gentleness about her and pronounced femininity in her “strong, female loins” (20). While 

Clifford’s body symbolizes his class and incomplete masculinity, Connie’s body presents 

traditional femininity.  

 Mellors’ body is the one that is described with the most affection. The gamekeeper is 

“moderately tall and lean” (49), “full of vitality, but a little frail” (51). The first can be 

interpreted as the manifestation of masculinity, and the second of his past in the military and as 

a laborer. His slenderness and thinness are repeated throughout the novel, and his body always 

seems to contain emotion. It is particularly evident when Connie sees the gamekeeper washing 

himself and marvels at “his slender loins”, “white slim back”, and “slender white arms”, which 

all convey a deep feeling of loneliness (69). Lawrence describes Mellors’ body poetically and 

with much detail.  

 

Perfect, white, solitary nudity of a creature that lives alone, and inwardly alone.  And 

beyond that, a certain beauty of a pure creature. Not the stuff of beauty, not even the 

body of beauty of a pure creature, but a lambency, the warm, white flame of a single 

life, revealing itself in contours that one might touch: a body! (69) 

 

Mellors’ body is, therefore, more than just a body; he transcends his biological sex and becomes 

a “creature”, a life materialized through the body’s physical form. This “visionary experience” 
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shocks Connie in her womb and results in her own decision to visually explore her body, a 

sensual and promising act. In the quiet of her room, she takes off her clothes and examines her 

body in the mirror. However, her body disappoints her, and its image is strikingly opposed to 

Mellors, although Connie is ten years younger.  

 

 Instead of ripening its firm, down-running curves, her body was flattening and going 

 a little harsh. It was as if it had not had enough sun and warmth; it was a little greyish 

 and sapless. Disappointed of  its real womanhood, it had not succeeded in becoming 

 boyish, and unsubstantial, and transparent; instead it has gone opaque. (73) 

 

Connie examines her breasts, belly, and thighs, noting that they all lost their freshness and 

became “meaningless” (not used for sex or childbearing). Her breasts are “unripe”, her belly 

“slack”, and her thighs without their “female roundness” (73). Connie gets depressed from the 

look of her body, and the contrast becomes evident: the male body can exist autonomously and 

be beautiful in its imperfection, while the female body exists to fulfill its biological destiny in 

serving a man or bearing his children. Connie’s body is described as frail and lacking “sun”, 

and according to Millet (2000, 238), Lawrence uses the sun as a metaphor for a phallus. 

Therefore, the text hints that it is a man that Connie needs.  

 Connie’s frustration manifests through her body and becomes visible to everyone. Her 

father, who comes for a visit and is described as eradicating his “masculine glow” (75), is the 

first to notice. It is a striking contrast to Connie, whose physical shape leaves much to be desired 

at twenty-seven. Connie’s sister, who looks “as a ripe pear” (80), calls Connie “ill”, and 

Connie’s first lover Michaelis exclaims that she desperately needs sun: “You want sun! You 

want life! [...] Come away with me into the sun! It's the sun you want, of course, and a bit of 

normal life” (82). This scene alludes to Clifford’s impotence and Connie’s sexual frustrations, 

implying that her state will improve as soon as she re-enters a heterosexual relationship.  

 The characterization of Connie establishes that the lack of sex causes a visible change 

to her body, and it is her father that first brings up the question of “the half-virgin state of her 

affairs” now that Clifford is impotent. Connie’s father briefly mentions it to her and elaborates 

on the matter with Clifford, saying that Connie is “a bonny Scotch trout” and getting “thin” and 

“angular” is not her style (17) which shows that distinct curves define female attractiveness. 

This dialogue portrays the heteronormative view of sex – if there is no male erection, there is 

no sex – and reinforces the male monopoly to notice, discuss, and define the female body, be it 
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husband, father, or lover. Not only is the woman governed by her female biological destiny, but 

she is also subdued to absolute male dominance.  

 In Lady Chatterley’'s Lover, the bodies are highly sexualized, with sexuality depicted 

as the primary aspect of each character’s identity. As David Kellogg points out, “The novel 

presents many different, diverging, and even contradictory representations of sex, sexuality, 

and sexual practice. Doubtless, some of its characters embody certain historically recognizable, 

even stereotyped forms of sexual identification and expression” (1999, 39). Clifford is 

emasculated by his impotence, Connie is restless because of her “meaningless” body, and 

Mellors is driven only by his libido. Moreover, sex, or rather the power dynamic that comes 

with it, is necessary to establish femininity (passivity) and masculinity (domination). The novel 

starts with the general contemplations about having sex, including the central conceit that 

sexual experience triggers a physical change in a person and makes “the woman more 

blooming, more subtly rounded, her young angularities softened, and her expression either 

anxious or triumphant: the man much quieter, more inward, the very shapes of his shoulders 

and his buttocks less assertive, more hesitant” (9). Although it may seem that women overpower 

men in sex, it is not precisely so. Women’s bodies are presented as eroticized and inferior, and 

female sexuality seductive and manipulative. In men, however, sexual experience triggers 

something deeply psychological, reflected through the complicated emotions conveyed through 

the body.  

 The novel juxtaposes masculinity and femininity and the life of the mind and the life of 

the body. Marina Ludwigs (2011) notes that exploring this opposition “between the vitalist and 

rationalist mental outlooks and attitudes” has been widely covered by critics, who see Mellors 

symbolizing the former and Clifford the latter. Ludwigs calls this juxtaposition a binary 

opposition between “sere intellectualism and lusty sensualism”, pointing out that Lawrence 

projects his firm belief in sensualism, or the life of the body (2011, 1). Lawrence’s position 

might be a positive aspect of Connie’s characterization, who risks her whole life to be with her 

lover and indulge in vitalist pleasures. In her conversations with Clifford about the conflict 

between the two ways of life, Connie expresses a firm belief in vitalism, or the life of the body, 

for which Clifford reproaches her. One of their conversations regarding the matter starts with 

Clifford expressing his discriminatory view that women do not “take a supreme pleasure in the 

life of the mind”. This point finds support in Connie, who calls the life of the mind “idiocy” 

and claims that “the life of the body is a greater reality than the life of the mind”. Concluding 

the conversation, Clifford, surprised with his wife’s response, labels the vitalist approach to life 

“the life of the animals” (244-245). Although Connie manifests vitalist values, she does not 
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embody vitalism but serves as a mere tool to make Mellors the true epitome of it. The life of 

the body is celebrated through Mellors’ masculinity and libido, and Connie is merely used as a 

vessel for that. Connie chooses the life of the body as she is driven by her biological female 

destiny, in compliance with essentialist views. In my view, Connie does not establish vitalism, 

but rather vitalism is established over her. She reproaches modern intellectual men like Clifford 

and believes that the mind cannot give the whole specter of life, much needed for a woman, 

which reinforces Mellors' superiority rather than her own. In this context, choosing the life of 

the body means being an “animal” for Connie but a “creature” for Mellors, which shows that 

much like femininity and masculinity are unequal, a woman is not capable of establishing the 

system of values she embodies. 

 
2.2 The Wicked Womb  

In the previous section, I have established how the novel reflects the difference in the 

embodiment of masculinity and femininity and portrays both the essentialist values and 

multiple binary oppositions. Clifford and Mellors are juxtaposed to each other, but although 

Lawrence expresses some hierarchy between them in their masculinity, they are still both higher 

than Connie, whose femininity makes her inherently inferior. While Clifford’s and Mellors’ 

bodies express intellect and emotion and are generally autonomous and self-determined, Connie 

blindly follows her womb. Despite its incomparable creative power, the womb has been 

mystified and stereotyped, which is reflected in Lady Chatterley’s Lover. The title of this 

section comes from Greer (1971, 47), and it refers to the many misconceptions about the womb 

that are culturally perpetuated and imposed on those who possess this organ.  

 In the novel, Connie’s womb is the center of her being, the source of her impulses, and 

the container of her emotions. That is where she feels the frustration and depression from her 

marriage and isolated life, which is an ambiguous choice because, at the time, hysteria was 

thought to be a female disease caused by the womb since hyster is the Greek name for the womb 

(Gilbert and Guber 1979, 53). Connie feels disconnected from her life, and her restlessness 

thrills "inside her womb" (22), and later so does her desire for her first lover, Michaelis (27-

28). Moreover, when her affair with Mellors starts, Connie feels that he “touched her womb” 

(92), and through the course of their relationship, she constantly gets sensations in her womb, 

both non-sexual and sexual.  

 Connie’s biological sex predisposes her to perceive the world through her reproductive 

organ, making her sex the primary feature of her identity. However, the creative power of her 

womb is neglected, and the womb is portrayed as a sad inner space that desperately needs to be 
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used. Femininity is restricted to physical existence, and the novel romanticizes this concept as 

the life of the body, the kind of life that Connie willingly strives for but which is established 

over her by Mellors. Mellors’ vitalist treatment of Connie is precisely what sets him apart from 

other men in Connie's life and what evokes her attraction. The emotional tone of Connie and 

Mellors’ first intercourse is described as follows: 

 

He was kind to the female in her, which no man had ever been. Men were very kind to 

the person she was, but rather cruel to the female, despising her or ignoring her 

altogether. Men were awfully kind to Constance Reid or to Lady Chatterley; but not to 

her womb they weren’t kind. And he took no notice of Constance or of Lady Chatterley; 

he just softly stroked her loins or her breasts. (127) 

 

From that description, I would argue that the novel states that women combine two exclusive 

identities. Connie is seen either as a female or a person as if sexuality and personality cannot 

co-exist in a woman. When men in her surroundings perceive her as Connie, they are unkind to 

her femininity and being seen as a woman first and a person last is exactly what she needs and 

what she receives from Mellors. 

 The fixation on the womb portrayed in the novel has been criticized by feminists. Greer 

(1971, 40) comments that Connie having feelings in her womb is “odd, even slightly shocking” 

and points out that women do not refer to their womb, even when they seek help for menstrual 

cramps. Greer claims that the heart is the other human organ that gets as much figurative 

meaning as the womb, but most of the metaphors about the heart are active, positive, and 

dignified, while the womb is passive, empty, and evil. The womb policy is one of the primary 

instruments of patriarchy used to impose control on women’s bodies and sexuality. 

Reproductive rights, including contraception and abortion, have been at the top of the feminist 

agenda, as most decisions about female bodies are taken for them. The men in power tend to 

abuse their authority to control women’s bodies while enjoying absolute freedom to do what 

they like with their own. Control of the womb aims to detach those who have it from the power 

that comes with owning the most creative organ. As Josepha Grieve puts it:  

 

 Because of the omnipotence of the uterus it begets life and it belongs to woman, man 

 has attempted  to take control and even replace it and its offspring with medicine, 

 laws of property, marriage, inheritance, by attacking the uterus directly with 
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 accusations of hysteria, taboos on menstruation and blood. (as cited in Greer 1971, 

 40) 

 

Many mechanisms have indeed been employed to control the womb, including stigmatization 

of menstruation, silencing of women’s experience, a male monopoly on knowledge and 

medicine, and mystification of the womb (Greer 1971, 40). Women’s experience is still highly 

marked as exclusively feminine, while men’s experience is presented as human and universal. 

The creative power of the womb (and of those who own it) is undeniable and may be viewed 

as intimidating and necessary to control. One of the ways to control the creative ability is to 

encircle the womb with various meanings, which are all united by the same message, that of 

the burden and curse of the womb. One of the most common and problematic interpretations of 

the womb is that of a space, which has been predominant in biology and psychology and 

naturally criticized by feminists. Greer discusses the controversy around the concept of the 

womb and problematizes the approach toward the womb as a space. She puts it as follows: 

 
The word “womb” originally meant any hollow space and, by extension, came to mean 

“belly” or “abdomen”. The use of the word in modern times exclusively to signify the 

organ of gestation demonstrates our inability to think of the womb as anything but a 

passive receptacle, a pocket inside a person rather than a person herself […] Women’s 

“inner space” implies a negative, an unsoundness, a hollowness, a harbour for otherness. 

But the term is misleading; there is no more a void inside a woman than there is inside 

a man. The unpregnant womb is not a space, but closed upon itself. (2000, 42-43) 

 

Having a space within mystifies femininity and contributes to otherling of women, which is 

illustrated in Connie, who feels restless because of her inner space. Claiming that women have 

a space inside them seems to call for the thought that this space must be filled. By writing that 

Connie draws her emotional and sexual impulses from her womb, Lawrence reinforces the 

notion of women as purely physical beings guided by their reproductive system and uses the 

womb to other women. However, even reproduction is not painted as a special gift but instead 

shown as a biological need. Reflective of patriarchal thinking, the novel diminishes Connie’s 

creativity much like it does her physicality and sexuality, thus erasing femininity to an empty 

space and linking the womb to otherness. Greer makes a point that the “void” inside female 

bodies is not an anatomical fact but rather “an idea existing in the mind, and thus part of the 
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consciousness of self” (2000, 46). The narrative around the womb is socially constructed and 

manipulated for the benefit of patriarchy. 

 Connie Chatterley is a culmination of the patriarchal vision of femininity. Her body is 

highly sexualized and feminized, and her empty womb drives her behaviour. The essentialist 

views on female biology are particularly evident in the scene when Connie encounters hens 

sitting on the eggs. Connie instantly feels connected to the chickens, and their visible fertility 

makes her feel the emptiness and meaninglessness of her feminine existence. This scene shocks 

and devastates Connie and leaves her heartbroken. Seeing maternal hens accentuates Connie’s 

deep frustration with her empty womb: “never had she felt so acutely the agony of her female 

forlornness. It was becoming unbearable” (119). Mellors witnesses her distressed state when 

he finds her “flushed and semi-conscious”, on the brink of tears, which immediately evokes his 

compassion toward her female uselessness. His compassion touches Connie and opens her 

womb (127), and this encounter productively starts their sexual affair. Interestingly, at the start 

of their affair, Connie’s desire originates in her womb; it is reproductive and primarily 

motivated by her desperate need to be used and filled, strikingly contrasting to Mellors, who is 

driven by his libido.  

 Connie’s obsession with the child is present in the novel from the beginning and starts 

the moment Clifford and Connie discuss how lovely it would be to have a child in the dreary 

Wragby. Connie fantasizes about having meaning in life through pregnancy and motherhood 

and feels hopeful that the child will provide a sense and purpose to her life. Reproducing is 

painted as the ultimate feminine mission and something a woman feels physically necessary for 

her, which is highly problematic and unrealistic. Connie’s desire to have a child is strong, but 

her motivation is plain and underdeveloped. It seems like the forces that drive her are neither 

social (women should be mothers) nor personal (out of boredom and emptiness) but purely 

biological, in compliance with female nature. I would argue that Connie’s despair for a child 

could also have Freudian meaning and symbolize the phenomenon Freud calls “penis envy”, 

which means that women compensate for their lack by a strong desire to have a child as a 

substitution for a lost penis (Millet 2000, 179-185). The novel implies that Connie’s desire to 

have a child may be dictated not by her maternal impulse but by a deep feeling of feminine 

lack. Connie wants a child because she is a woman and thus inferior, and having a child is the 

only way for her to feel closer to the masculinity embodied by Mellors. It is illustrated in her 

thoughts after one of her sexual encounters with Mellors when she feels like she could have 

gotten pregnant: 
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 Connie went slowly home, realizing the depth of the other thing in her […] It feels 

 like a child, she said to herself it feels like a child in me. And so it did, as if her 

 womb, that had always been shut, had opened and filled with new life, almost a 

 burden, yet lovely. ‘If I had a child!’ she thought to herself; ‘if I had him inside me 

 as a child!’and her limbs turned molten at the thought... (141) 

 

In this case, a child becomes a mere phallic symbol and a resolution of Connie’s agony of penis 

envy. She wants to have Mellors inside her as a child, a continuation of him in her, a figurative 

penis for a forlorn castrated female. Such portrayal of Connie diminishes female creativity to 

an act of despair and exposes how patriarchy appropriates female creative power against 

women. Defrauding women of their creative power goes back to the myth of creation, which 

reverses the roles by making Eve the extension of Adam created out of his rib and not vice 

versa. The myth of creation displaces the creative power from a woman and exalts the miracle 

of life assigned to a man. The fact that in real life, it is women who have the highest creative 

power is discarded, and biology is appropriated for the sake of patriarchy.  

 The creative process of conceiving a child has been seen in terms of a power struggle 

between femininity and masculinity. One of the old-fashioned cultural ideas, which embodies 

patriarchal thinking and is criticized by feminists, belongs to Erikson, who presented 

conception in terms of male activity (sperm) and female passivity (egg) (as cited in Millet 2000, 

214). The notion of the womb as space was also echoed in Erikson’s views, who believed that 

women were predisposed to feel the emptiness of their “inner space” to the degree that they 

would experience an excruciating longing to have this space filled with a child and grieve the 

lost child during menstruation (as cited in Millet 2000, 218). Of course, such notions belong to 

the past now, but studying them exposes the deeply misogynistic message recycled for centuries 

and reflected in literary characters like Connie.  

 I would argue that the metaphors about the womb presented in this section reveal that 

patriarchy prevents us from understanding what the womb is and, in addition, detaches those 

who have this organ from the creative power that comes with it. It is particularly striking when 

thinking about how men are encouraged to take pride in their virility and women are 

discouraged from doing the same and pressured to feel as detached from their body and their 

womb as possible. This detachment is succeeded through the lack of images of the womb and 

silencing of the experience of having one. Even in Lady Chatterley’s Lover, the womb is not 

defined but presented as something mysterious. Greer points out that while we have a vast 

vocabulary to describe male reproductive organs, we only have “medical labels” for female 
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ones (2000, 43). Language mirrors reality and shows how the female experience is erased from 

our consciousness.  

 In both society and culture, when the womb does make an appearance, it is primarily 

negative – pain and discomfort of menstruation, illness, complicated or unwanted pregnancy. 

Patriarchy makes it impossible to create an empowering or neutral image of the womb. The 

narrative of the wicked womb is so strong that those who have it are led to believe that their 

womb is the worst enemy, the threat that must be controlled from the outside. Weaponizing the 

womb is a strong tool of patriarchy, which stops women from knowing their body as a safe 

space with that one unique ability. Similar to the body, as a whole, a womb is just a womb, and 

it only carries the meanings socially assigned to it. By attacking both the female body and the 

womb, patriarchy swiftly destroys the self-image of women and others them for being different, 

using female images like Connie to perpetuate misogynistic stereotypes.   

 

2.3  Heterosexual Power Dynamic 

In portraying a heterosexual relationship, Lady Chatterley’s Lover reflects strong Freudian 

views. Interestingly, the combination of Freud’s theory of sexuality and a narrative like Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover exposes their mutual misogyny. In feminist discourse, Freud is a 

controversial figure criticized for his atrociously misogynistic views. Nevertheless, his theory 

of sexuality is helpful as a mirror of the patriarchal world and a tool for dismantling patriarchal 

narratives, of which Lady Chatterley’s Lover is a good example. It is not clear how aware 

Lawrence was of Freud’s theory, but what is certain is that the theory and the novel overlap in 

their treatment of women and thus complement each other.  

 Feminist scholarship has an abundance of interpretations of Freud’s theory of sexuality. 

However, I will only briefly mention the key aspects necessary to support my analysis, as they 

are discussed by Gerda Lerner, Pam Morris, Gerardine Meaney, and Germaine Greer. Lerner 

(1986, 19) argues that Freud’s theory of sexuality is the ultimate manifestation of male 

supremacy: “Freud’s normal human was male; the female was by his definition a deviant human 

being lacking a penis, whose entire psychological structure supposedly centered on the struggle 

to compensate for the deficiency.” Freud’s theory is phallocentric, and the core view is that 

male is the norm – because he has a phallus – and female is the abnormality, a “castrated” non-

man.  

 According to Morris (1993, 96-97), Freud claims that little girls are traumatized to find 

out that they do not possess a penis (and little boys are anxious about being castrated like girls), 

and they blame their mothers for not equipping them well for life, yet it is not clear what exactly 
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that implies. Labelling women “castrated” by default disrupts their sexual identity and self-

image. Gerardine Meaney points out that Freud’s theory is indicative of how western culture 

does not acknowledge the female experience and builds its discourse around masculinity. She 

puts it as follows: 

 

Within the general denunciation of patriarchal ideology there is a specific objection to 

the Freudian construction of feminine identity in terms of castration and penis envy. In 

mapping feminine sexuality and development on to the Oedipal model Freud denies 

feminine difference and translates woman into not-man. (1993, 18) 

 

Moreover, Meaney claims that according to Freud, in the Oedipal stage, the girl blames the 

mother for the lack of phallus and sees her “as castrator and as a premonition of the powerless 

fate of the not-man” (18). Freud claims that libido as a phenomenon is always active and 

therefore masculine, even when referring to passive female desire. Freud justifies this view by 

saying that “the accomplishment of the aim of biology has been entrusted to the aggressiveness 

of men and has been made to some extent independent of women’s consent” (as cited in Meaney 

1993, 92). Freud’s theory depicts female sexuality as passive and masochistic, and Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover complies with this vision. 

 The paradox of patriarchy in its understanding of female sexuality is that while it sees 

women as a sex commodity, it prohibits women from enjoying their sexuality. Greer points out 

that patriarchy “castrates” women from the very moment they are born, meaning that through 

the course of their life, women are disempowered and reared as an addition to men: 

 

 Female sexuality is both denied and misrepresented by being identified as 

 passivity. The castration of women has been carried out in terms of a masculine-

 feminine polarity, in which men have commandeered all the energy and streamlined 

 it into an aggressive conquistatorial power, reducing all heterosexual contact to a 

 sadomasochistic pattern. (1971, 15-16) 

 

 This view is particularly relevant for this thesis as although Lady Chatterley’s Lover 

claims to portray “sensuality”, all the sexual relations in the novel are exclusively about power. 

Lawrence paints sex as surrender for women, who must give in to lusty men. The novel 

describes men as being like “dogs” and “children” when it comes to their sexual needs, and 

women inevitably have to “yield” (4) and “give the gift of herself” (7) only to be subdued by 
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the “strange male power” (9). In his portrayal of sexuality, Lawrence depicts both essentialist 

and Freudian views, writing Connie as if she is guided by her nature and presenting the central 

affair as an interaction of the passive woman and an active man (Millet 2000, 190). What is 

problematic about such portrayal is that Lawrence never questions the roots behind sexual 

inequality, which are socially predefined rather than inherently biological, but rather reinforces 

and presents a power dynamic as a given and satisfying for all parties involved. Such inequality 

again raises the question of a double standard – only for women is sex a “political act of 

submission” (Millet 2000, 116). It is striking how discourse around sex is constructed so that 

(hetero)sex is presented as an ultimate act of maleness – to physically subdue and humiliate the 

partner, diminish them to an object. Language does not provide us with the means to assert 

female power – women never “take” men because they are the ones being taken. Per patriarchal 

law, sex is a male privilege, and females are sexual objects who are, at the same time, 

discouraged from enjoying their sexuality.  

 Although illustrating explicit sex scenes from a woman’s perspective, Lawrence’s libido 

is masculine and symbolized by the phallus, so his view of sexuality is typically Freudian. The 

novel praises the phallus of the main character, Oliver Mellors, but never describes female 

arousal or even appropriately names female sexual organs, referring to them as “secret places” 

or “secret entrances” (232). The space for sexual expression in the novel is reserved for 

masculinity. In its Freudian phallocentricity, Lady Chatterley’s Lover dedicates much time to 

exploring “phallic mystery” (144) and praising the phallus in every respect possible. Mellors’ 

penis is like “a live bird” (125), “the other power” (182), “proud” and “lordly” (218), and it 

constantly makes Connie anxious, startled, and afraid. In this novel, as throughout his final 

period, Lawrence uses the words “sexual” and “phallic” interchangeably so that the celebration 

of sexual passion for which the book is so renowned is essentially a celebration of the penis of 

Oliver Mellors (Millet 2000, 238). Millet calls the mystery of the phallus “the author’s personal 

cult” and argues that sexuality in Lady Chatterley’s Lover is written according to the “female 

is passive, male is active” directions laid down by Freud (240). The central affair in the novel 

is a perfect example of a heterosexual power dynamic. Connie is described as passive and 

submissive, while Mellors as aggressive and dominant, and together they present a dynamic of 

prey and hunter. Their first intercourse is described as follows: 

 

 She lay still, in a kind of sleep, always in a kind of sleep. The activity, the orgasm 

 was his, all his; she could strive for herself no more. Even the tightness of his arms 

 around her, even the intense movement of his body, and the springing of his seed in 
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 her, was a kind of sleep, from which she did not begin to rouse till he had finished 

 and lay softly panting against her breast […] Why was this necessary? Why had it 

 lifted a great cloud from her and given her peace? […] And at last, she could bear 

 the burden of herself no more. She was to be had for the taking. To be had for the 

 taking. (122)   

 

In my view, the first sexual encounter between Connie and Mellors establishes their future 

power dynamic. This scene signifies Connie’s absolute passivity compared to the state of sleep. 

Moreover, Connie does not get the same physical satisfaction or enjoy as much agency as her 

partner. However, this kind of activity is precisely what makes her feel better after months of 

frustration with her life, even though sex is the ultimate surrender for her, an activity that does 

not please or empower her but diminishes to an object.  

 The next time Connie and Mellors have sex is even more speaking of power. Mellors 

almost forces himself on her while she acts reluctant but then gives in to his masculine power, 

yet again lying there “inert”, “like an animal”, allowing Mellors to use her body for his 

completion (138) and the absolute neglect of her pleasure is precisely what evokes “strange 

thrills” in her womb (139). The portrayal of male and female sexuality is radically incompatible. 

Mellors embodies male libido, and Connie acts as a vessel for his sexuality. While male 

sexuality is painted as natural and empowering, female sexuality is portrayed as passive and 

masochistic. If Mellors pursues orgasm and power, Connie desires to be subdued and exploited. 

The quality of Connie and Mellors’ sex life does not change as their affair progresses but instead 

becomes more power-centered. One of their sexual encounters is described as follows: “Then 

suddenly he tipped her up and fell with her on the path, in the roaring silence of the rain, and 

short and sharp, he took her, short and sharp and finished, like an animal” (231). There can 

hardly be a more patriarchal portrayal of sex as an activity and the role of masculinity and 

femininity in it.  

 The culmination of the heterosexual power dynamic is reached during Connie’s final 

night at Wragby before she leaves for her trip to Venice with her sister. Despite the grown 

intimacy between Connie and Mellors, their sex still revolves around power. During their final 

night together at Wragby, Connie explores “piercing, consuming, rather awful sensuality” 

(258), which symbolizes the final win of masculinity over femininity. It is written as follows: 

 

 It was a night of sensual passion, in which she was a little startled and almost 

 unwilling: yet pierced again with piercing thrills of sensuality, different, sharper, 
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 more terrible than the thrills of tenderness, but, at the moment, more desirable. 

 Though a little frightened, she let him have his way, and the reckless, shameless 

 sensuality shook her to her foundations, stripped her to the very last, and made a 

 different woman of her. It was not really love. It was not voluptuousness. It was 

 sensuality sharp and searing as fire, burning the soul to tinder. (257) 

 

This quote exposes how sex in Lady Chatterley’s Lover is genuinely not about pleasure but a 

primal act of conquering. The final scene demonstrates a lack of consent, power struggle, and 

exploitation of the female body. Furthermore, if men are given a role that entitles them to feel 

empowered and satisfied, women are lessened to non-humans. A woman is described as a 

passive thing that serves a man for his pleasure: “She had to be a passive, consenting thing, like 

a slave, a physical slave. Yet the passion licked around her, consuming, and when the sensual 

flame of it pressed through her bowels and breast, she really thought she was dying: yet a 

poignant, marvellous death” (257). The message of Lady Chatterley’s Lover regarding 

sexuality is highly problematic and dangerous, as it puts women in their place of being 

consumed and diminished and finding pleasure in such masochism. Connie’s feelings during 

their intercourse are described controversially: “And how, in fear, she had hated it. But how 

she had really wanted it! She knew now. At the bottom of her soul, fundamentally, she had 

needed this phallic hunting out, she had secretly wanted it” (258). Greer (2000, 96) points out 

that patriarchy presents intercourse as an act of domination, which is precisely how it is 

portrayed in this scene and throughout the novel. 

 Millet claims that approaching sex from the perspective of power is not uncommon but 

diminishes the act itself, which embraces physical sensations, aesthetical pleasure, and 

emotional intimacy (2000, 299). Together with Millet, I would argue that reducing sex to power 

exercise takes away the very meaning of sexuality and corrupts the meaningful experience into 

a move of taking, subduing, and possessing the other person. As long as we see sex as a war, 

and the penis as the weapon, as presented in Lady Chatterley’s Lover, it will not be possible for 

a person regardless of gender to embrace positive sexual identity. 

 

2.4  Concluding Remarks 

The analysis in this chapter is meant to show how female sexuality is typically portrayed in 

patriarchal narratives. Female characters are frequently written according to essentialist views, 

and femininity is constructed in binary opposition to masculinity. Lady Chatterley’s Lover 

depicts the hierarchization of the male body over the female body, painting femininity as 
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lacking, deficient, and passive, complying with Freud's views. The novel exposes how the 

female body is othered for its difference and seen as an abnormality rather than another norm. 

The novel focuses on Connie’s womb and thus exposes how many misconceptions and myths 

surround that organ because of its feminine nature. Patriarchy diminishes and misplaces the 

creative power of the womb and produces harmful metaphors targeted at those who have that 

organ, which is reflected in Connie's struggle with her womb.  

 The typical portrayal of sexuality embodies the power dynamic between masculinity 

and femininity, illustrated in the central affair between Connie and Mellors. The characters are 

constructed in binary opposition, with Mellors establishing his vitalism and masculinity through 

Connie. Their affair illustrates that heterosexual relationship is based on power and inequality 

and that sexually subduing femininity is the ultimate act of masculinity. Therefore, Lady 

Chatterley's Lover presents a case for patriarchal literary tradition and demonstrates the 

oppressiveness of patriarchal ideology.  
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3 Vivian Morris 
 

This chapter will examine a refined image of female sexuality by analysing the narrator-

protagonist of City of Girls, Vivian Morris. In my analysis, I will focus on beauty, shame and 

punishment, and sexual agency. My analysis examines how Gilbert challenges the patriarchal 

vision of female sexuality and, by dismantling it, presents a more progressive contemporary 

view centered on the female sexual agency. Unlike Lawrence, Gilbert portrays female desire 

dictated by pleasure rather than reproduction, shows the equal heterosexual relationship, and 

evolves the female character into full agency over her sexuality and identity.  

 

3.1 Feminine Beauty 

Patriarchy attacks the female body through the strict control of reproduction and sexuality, as 

was established in the analysis of Lady Chatterley’s Lover. Beauty, an inherent feature of 

femininity, is yet another target of the oppressive system. As Greer (2000, 114) points out, “A 

woman’s body is the battlefield where she fights for liberation. It is through her body that 

oppression works, reifying her, sexualizing her, victimizing her, disabling her. Her physicality 

is a medium for others to work on.” The issue of beauty is foregrounded in Greer’s feminist 

research, which attaches great significance to the construction of femininity. Greer refers to the 

image of the beautiful woman as the “stereotype” and discusses how patriarchy expects women 

to be thin yet curvy, hairless and odorless, dressed in revealing sexy clothes (1971, 60). The 

stereotype also includes a notion that the female body should constantly be under improvement 

and strive to look as appealing and unnatural as possible. Greer warns against such an attitude 

toward women, pointing out that “Whenever we treat women’s bodies as aesthetic objects 

without function, we deform them and their owners” (1971, 35-36). Beauty standards around 

femininity are very much present today, which Greer talks about in her later work, claiming 

that the new century brings about a new image of femininity that is synthetic and unnatural, and 

thus all the more attractive (2000, 29). Feminine beauty is a patriarchal construct that 

contributes to objectification and exists solely to establish the masculine identity of the owner 

and beneficiary of femininity.  

 Carina Chocano explores the representation of female sexuality in her cultural criticism 

work and problematizes the artistic images of femininity. Chocano (2017, 10) argues that the 

20th century introduced sexual freedom, but instead of liberating female sexuality, it was 

commodified and devastated, with women sexualized and exploited more than ever. Chocano 
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presents an in-depth study of Playboy magazine as an example of patriarchal culture and argues 

that the masculine identity sold by pornography, of which Playboy is the example, is heavily 

based upon objectification and consumption of women as products (7). At the same time, 

women are being sold an identity of the non-human through the appeal of feminine beauty. 

 Sexualized female images are also explored in the film studies, which provided feminist 

research with the term “male gaze”. Laura Mulvey, the author of the term, explores how 

narrative cinema presents a woman as an “image” and a man as a “bearer of the look” (Mulvey 

1989). In her theory, Mulvey uses psychoanalysis to dismantle deeply rooted misogyny of 

representation and argues that women are typically assigned an “exhibitionist role” and marked 

by visual and erotic “to-be-looked-at-ness” (19). Mulvey argues that deconstructing the image 

of femininity reveals that the “sexualized image of woman says little or nothing about women’s 

reality but is symptomatic of male fantasy and anxiety that are projected onto the female image” 

(xii). Mulvey comments on the eroticism of striptease, pin-ups, and showgirls, claiming that 

women’s participation in the “erotic spectacle” both serves and reflects male desire (19). The 

discussion of the showgirls is particularly relevant for City of Girls since the novel frames 

beauty through Vivian’s relationship with women, including a showgirl, Celia Ray. The novel 

problematizes performative beauty embodied by Celia as superficial and juxtaposes it to 

personality and self-expression portrayed through another female character, Edna Parker 

Watson. The idea of feminine beauty is revised and presented as unnatural through Vivian’s 

many connections with regular imperfect women through her job as a designer of the wedding 

gowns.   

 When Vivian arrives in New York, she spends her first night in the company of the Lily 

Playhouse cast, where she meets Celia, a “goddess” (45) and “perfection” (59), who infatuates 

Vivian with her beauty. Celia is the embodiment of sexiness, and it seems like her charm is the 

extent of her personality, for which she is admired equally by men and the audience. Celia’s 

sex appeal is what draws Vivian to her. However, shortly Vivian learns that behind the beautiful 

façade, Celia is an uneducated and underprivileged girl with a past of poverty and sexual abuse 

who had to dance and pose naked for artists before reaching some stability as a showgirl. Celia 

problematizes the phenomenon of the showgirls – images that exist solely for masculine 

pleasure, “the most overtly sexual visions of womanhood” (29). Highlighting their 

impressiveness, Vivian describes the showgirls as follows: “This was a different species. I was 

mesmerized by their glamour, their accents, their makeup, the swing of their silk-wrapped rear 

ends” (32). The showgirls’ beauty is ethereal, mystical, and artificial, reinforced by make-up 

and strict diets. The showgirls monitor what they eat to be fit enough for their costumes (39), 
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and constantly improve their appearance. Celia is the first image of beauty presented in the 

novel, and she embraces a patriarchal idea of femininity, the “stereotype”, as Greer calls it. 

Despite Celia's beauty, the world is not kind to her, as she faces violence and abuse and 

embraces masculine desire rather than feminine identity. The vulnerability of women who 

perform under the male gaze is reflected in Celia's traumatic past. The fragility of her identity 

as a showgirl is highlighted through the notion that prettiness is fleeting, as one of the male 

characters notes to Vivian: “There’s something about a showgirl that always breaks my heart. 

Youth and beauty – they’re such a short lease, girlie” (161). In my view, City of Girls questions 

the very idea of femininity constructed by patriarchy and shows that pursuing masculine ideas 

of femininity does not bring fulfilment, as beauty is short-lived and non-essential. 

 Vivian’s infatuation with Celia expires with the appearance of Edna Parker Watson, a 

British actress who comes to Lily Playhouse with her husband, Arthur Watson, fleeing the war. 

Edna is talented, intelligent, and stylish. Suddenly, Vivian's views on beauty get challenged, 

and she realizes that the showgirls look “gaudy and glitzy compared to this petite woman in her 

sharp little jacket, and her perfectly tailored slacks, and her men’s-shoes-that-were-not-quite-

men’s-shoes […] a true glamour” (115). Edna, the mature woman who combines a sense of 

fashion with talent and personality, is juxtaposed with Celia, for whom age and beauty are the 

only currency. Edna has skills, reputation, and money; she is married to an attractive young 

actor, Arthur Watson. Edna respects women and owns an admirable wardrobe with many suits 

and trousers, which challenges an idea of traditional femininity. Millet points out that for 

women, beauty and age are “status categories” along with class (2000, 38). Age is another 

element treated differently for the genders – age adds to masculine status and wisdom but comes 

with a sense of doom for femininity. There is something worse than lack of beauty, which is 

the loss of beauty to age; as Greer (1971, 270) points out, “A decayed beauty is possibly more 

tormented than any other female stereotype.” Gilbert breaks that stereotype through Edna, 

showing that beauty is fleeting, but personality and self-expression are long-term and essential. 

In her early years, Vivian is presented with two women who are the opposites of each other. 

Celia is a culmination of patriarchal femininity, Edna is a woman of her own, and Vivian faces 

a dilemma of what path to choose for herself.    

 Vivian starts her journey as a superficial young girl obsessed with her looks and, 

mimicking Celia, sexualizes herself. Vivian is an aspiring designer, and her clothes are her 

primary tool of self-expression. Although at first, it is Celia who impacts Vivian's self-image, 

it is Edna who eventually becomes Vivian's lifelong role model. Vivian's evolution, inspired by 

Edna, starts during the war. Vivian neglects beauty expectations while working hard at the Navy 
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Yard in New York. She opts for practicality by cutting her hair short “very much in the style of 

Edna Parker Watson’s sleek bob” (357) and wearing trousers all the time. She does not return 

to her previous hairstyle or clothes after the war but continues to choose comfort and express 

herself through fashion, not dictated by societal expectations.  

 Vivian’s perception of beauty is challenged yet again when she starts working at her 

wedding design shop, L’Atelier, where she meets “normal-looking, regular girls, with all their 

self-consciousness and perceived flaws” (384). The new job opens to Vivian a world of 

imperfect and insecure women, who are in stark contrast to the polished images of showgirls 

and actresses from Vivian’s past. She learns that there is diversity and uniqueness in women, 

and what she has seen before in the glamour of New York does not reflect that. Vivian finds 

intimacy in assisting brides and creating wedding gowns, exploring their preferences and 

individuality. That eventually bonds her with women on a new level. The most important thing 

L’Atelier gives her is the feeling of community: “I never could have anticipated the greatest 

benefit of this business would bestow: the powerful rush of warmth and tenderness that I felt 

every single time another nervous bride-to-be crossed my threshold and entrusted me with her 

precious life [...] L’Atelier gave me love” (385). Vivian's perception of beauty transforms from 

the showgirls’ superficiality to Edna’s dignified style. Eventually, Vivian encounters imperfect 

women and understands that there is more to beauty than prettiness. During her time at the 

theatre, Vivian is exposed to patriarchal performative beauty. However, her own business 

confronts her with the reality of women who are nothing like the patriarchal image of 

femininity, and thus more authentic and genuine.  

 Vivian's style reflects the changes in her personality. As an adult and a L'Atelier 

designer, Vivian chooses to wear suits, much like Edna did, because a suit makes a woman look 

“more chick and important” than a dress (333). Her wardrobe becomes practical and resembles 

“menswear”. Regarding the change in her style, Vivian mentions that she “needed pants and 

flats in order to be free” (388), showing that practicality and comfort are her highest priority, 

and that clothes do not carry as much meaning as culturally believed. Evolution in Vivian’s 

perception of beauty and appearance reflects Vivian’s growth as an individual. Her 

transformation shows an almost unconscious decision to follow in Edna’s footsteps, discard the 

patriarchal image of feminine beauty, and embrace a complex and diverse identity. City of Girls 

tackles the issue of feminine beauty and shows Vivian’s growth from a person who blindly 

admires superficial beauty to a grown, mature individual who prefers a more inward, dignified 

expression through appearance. For Vivian, fashion becomes a way to feel powerful, 

independent, and resourceful, and with time, a way to connect and empower other women. 
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Gilbert deconstructs the idea of feminine beauty and demonstrates both the danger of the 

patriarchal idea of femininity and the significant healing power of reconsidering it. 

 

3.2 Shame and Punishment  

City of Girls tackles many assumptions traditionally assigned to female sexuality, including the 

feeling of shame and social punishment as consequences of sexual expression. In one of her 

interviews, Gilbert admits her motive behind writing the novel was to subvert literary canon 

and write a female character closer to reality: 

 

For years, I have longed to write a book about promiscuous girls who are not ruined by 

their sexual adventures, and I’ve also wanted to write about the tricky question of female 

sexual shame. I wanted to take the clichéd old story of “the ruined woman” and turn it 

around – to write a novel about a sort of female who I think is far more common in the 

real world, but scarcely ever mentioned in classical literature, which is “the sensual, 

interesting, and resilient woman”. (Gilbert 2019) 

 

Literary classics provide a minimal representation of women. When it comes to female 

sexuality, the portrayal usually follows a stereotypical patriarchal pattern of punishing the 

woman for the crime of sexual activity. As Morris (1993, 31) points out, “One persistent plot 

pattern is that suffering and death are the inevitable fate of sexually transgressive heroines.” 

She regards this pattern to indicate hypocrisy regarding sexuality, which assumes that women 

are naturally pure and men promiscuous, and so it is only women who deserve punishment. 

However, this literary tradition is only reflective of more significant patriarchal thinking. 

Discussing the views of Emma Goldman, a pioneer feminist, Alix Shulman notes that according 

to Goldman, “Only women were ever punished for getting pregnant, committing adultery, 

practicing prostitution. The men who got the benefit, always walked away clean” (as cited in 

Goldman 1970, 12). This point is echoed by Millet in her discussion of prostitution, which she 

views as an example of a double standard connected to sexuality, and an indication of the social 

tendency to punish women for their sexuality while freeing men of all the accountability (2000, 

123). Gilbert's novel explores the social consequences that women experience for being 

sexually active and reflects upon a hypocritical double standard.  

 Punishment of women originates as far as the myth of creation, which again portrays 

femininity and masculinity asymmetrically. As Lerner (1986, 182) points out, “The most 

powerful metaphors of gender in the Bible have been those of Woman, created of Man’s rib, 
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and of Eve, the temptress, causing humankind’s fall from grace. These have, for over two 

millennia, been cited as proof of divine sanction for the subordination of women.” Not only 

does the myth of creation attach more blame to Eve, but it also makes her ability to give birth 

a painful punishment for her mistake. Lerner emphasizes that Adam’s punishment is connected 

to his physical activity rather than the essence of his body and sexuality – he is doomed to 

engage in strenuous physical labor (which, as we know, with time, is eased with technology). 

Hence, the man is free from his destiny, but the woman is sanctioned for her femaleness, “her 

child-bearing body”, which is the punishment she cannot avoid (185). Discussing the Bible, 

Lerner (196-198) emphasizes that female sexuality is defined by motherhood and 

subordination, and that it is presented as inherently dangerous: “To the question ‘Who brought 

sin and death into the world?’ genesis answers, ‘Woman, in her alliance with the snake, which 

stands for free female sexuality’.” It is striking how tight the female body and sexuality are tied 

to punishment in patriarchal thinking. Literary works across cultures provide many examples 

of women being punished for sexual activity, and the usual penalties are pregnancy, loss of 

reputation (“ruin”), or death.  

 Punishment is closely connected to the feeling of shame, which could also be interpreted 

as a type of psychological punishment. As a reflection of our worldview, language shows that 

sexual shame is a part of our consciousness, as most pejorative terms in English and other 

languages are connected to sex, sexual organs, and women (Millet 2000, 307). Language 

reveals human discomfort around sex and portrays sex as the most derogatory activity. 

However, the disgust is placed solely on the activity (presented from a male perspective) and 

the partner (the one taking the so-called “feminine” inferior role regardless of gender). The 

language mirrors society and provides us with sexually aggressive misogynistic words that are 

weaponized against women. Slut-shaming is an exclusively female phenomenon, and there is 

no pairing term for the word “slut” that would refer to the male correspondent simply because 

men are not shamed for their sexuality. Slut-shaming encircles a woman – it comes from both 

the inner and the outer world, meaning there is no way to escape it. The concept of shame is 

problematic, because it is yet again hypocritical – it concerns only female sexuality. 

 Since sexuality does not exist in a vacuum, it is incredibly challenging to separate it 

from social meanings that have been attributed to it for centuries. However, if we distance 

ourselves from the meanings surrounding female sexuality, it becomes transparent that 

sexuality is natural and devoid of any positive or negative meanings, just like the body. 

Sexuality has merely been the target for patriarchy to subdue women. Freeing the female body 

and sexuality is a challenge in a culture that eroticizes and objectifies women. Therefore, it is 
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crucial to understand where shame originates from in order to discard the notion that it is rooted 

in femininity. The intensity of shame connected to sexuality shows both the anxiety around sex 

as a human activity and a need to relieve this anxiety by blaming someone, and a woman 

happens to be that person. As Greer (1971, 253) points out, “A shameful and compulsive 

activity can be pushed away by attributing all the shame and all the compulsion to the partner.” 

Therefore, shame signifies sexual anxiety and insecurity and is only attached to femininity 

because of its marginalized status.  

 In my view, shame is both a complex emotion and an ideal control mechanism. Once 

women know that sex feels good and are aware of their creative power and orgasmic capacity, 

outer control would be hard to impose (especially if women are independent and equal 

economically, politically, and socially). However, with shame, women will control themselves 

even when all the other mechanisms of oppression fall. At the same time, men are not shamed 

for their sexuality because neither their sexuality nor fertility need to be controlled. The 

complexity of shame shows that it is critical to explore it outside patriarchal framing, which I 

believe is done by Gilbert. As Gilbert notes in her interview, her story is meant to explore shame 

over female sexuality and present a healthier way of approaching a woman’s body as sensual 

rather than sinful (Gilbert 2019). In her portrayal of shame and punishment, Gilbert removes 

layers of social meanings and shows that female sexuality is not shameful or deserving of 

punishment.    

 In the novel, shame and punishment are interconnected and evoked by the same event 

in Vivian’s life. During her first time in New York City, Vivian behaves recklessly and 

carefreely, eventually resulting in a scandal that almost ruins her reputation. It all starts with 

the night when Vivian helps Edna get ready for the charity event to which Edna and Anthony, 

Vivian's boyfriend, were invited together as leading actors. However, the evening takes an 

unexpected turn when Arthur, Edna's husband, throws a jealous fit; at the same time, Vivian 

fights with her boyfriend. Edna and Anthony leave for the soiree while Vivian stays with 

Arthur, who tells her that Edna and Anthony are probably having an affair. Distressed and 

emotional, Vivian goes out with Arthur, Celia, and a company of strangers. Vivian feels 

uncomfortable throughout the whole evening, and her state is aggravated when she realizes that 

Arthur is cheating on Edna with Celia. Vivian gets drunk, and eventually, she finds herself 

kissing both Arthur and Celia and ends up in a hotel room with both of them. They kiss outside 

a bar and are captured by a photographer, and one of the journalists threatens to publish it in an 

exposé in Mirror with Vivian’s full name alongside the photo. Vivian’s world is crushed 

instantly, and she understands that everyone would know of her mistake, and her “life would 
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be ruined” (275). What follows is a long night during which Olive, Peg’s colleague and partner, 

takes Vivian to meet with Walter Winchell, a gossip columnist based on a real-life person. Olive 

tries to persuade him to leave Vivian's name out on the excuse that she was “seduced” by bad 

company and that she is, in fact, “a good girl” (287). Olive and Vivian manage to make 

Winchell change his mind. Vivian’s name gets omitted, and her face in the photo is not 

recognizable, unlike Arthur’s and Celia’s, but her life still changes forever. Celia gets fired for 

the misconduct, and the show is jeopardized as the cast, especially Edna and Anthony, are 

distressed by the situation. 

 When Vivian is first condemned by Edna, whom she loves and respects very much, 

punishment and shame unfold. Edna tells Vivian that she is just a “tediously common type of a 

woman” who will never have an attractive personality but only superficial fleeting prettiness 

(302). In a “fragmented state”, Vivian calls her brother Walter in the Navy, confesses 

everything she had done, and begs him to come and drive her home. Her brother comes the 

same night and devastated Vivian leaves Lily Playhouse without saying goodbye. But Walter 

does not come alone, and he is accompanied by a young man, the car owner. On their drive 

back home, Walter scolds Vivian in front of their driver, calling her “a disgrace to the family 

name”, “unworthy of their [parents’] gifts”, and a “degraded” daughter (307). Then Walter 

brutally expresses his honest opinion about girls like Vivian, which Vivian narrates as follows: 

 

 He told me what happens to girls like me over time – that we get used, then we get 

 used up, then we get thrown away. He said I was lucky not to be in jail, pregnant, or 

 dead in the gutter, the way I’d been behaving. He said I’d never find a respectable 

 husband now:  who would have me, if they knew even part of my story? (307) 

 

Walter’s words demonstrate that female value is tightly connected to the idea of pureness, and 

active sexuality is not an attribute of a good girl. Moreover, it is clear that sexuality implies 

some sort of punishment for a woman, be it pregnancy, prison, or even death. At this point, 

Vivian feels “numb to all pain”, but she receives the final punishment when the driver suddenly 

addresses Walter: “Must be pretty disappointing for a stand-up guy like you, Walt, to end up 

with a sister who’s such a dirty little whore” (309). The words burn Vivian like “acid”, she 

expects Walter to defend her, but he never does, and Vivian takes his silence as a sign that he 

too thinks of her that way. The words devastate and traumatize Vivian: 
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 As we drove on, those brutal words echoed and ricocheted throughout the small, 

 enclosed space of the car – and through the even smaller, even more enclosed space 

 of my mind. Dirty little whore, dirty little whore, dirty little whore […] The words 

 melted at last into an  even more brutal silence that pooled around us all like dark 

 water. I closed my eyes and let it drown me” (309). 

 

Before the insult, Vivian feels shame for her mistake, but not for her sexuality. However, the 

slut-shaming triggers the ingrained notion that sex is wrong and, therefore, Vivian is a bad girl 

who must be punished. Over the months that follow the incident, Vivian spirals into depression 

and self-hatred, with everything reminding her that she is “a dirty little whore.” She no longer 

enjoys her sexuality, and her desire is “stored up in a locker somewhere else – somewhere very 

far away” (316-317). She falls into complete passivity and lets her parents dictate her life, as if 

punishing herself for the mistake of sexuality and trying to clean herself of shame. Vivian starts 

working for her father’s company, neglecting her life-long passion for design, and allows him 

to arrange a date for her with his decent old-fashioned colleague. She quickly gets engaged with 

this man because he is different from her previous life, and with him, she does not feel like a 

“dirty little whore”. Vivian's shame is aggravated when she receives a Life magazine a few 

months later and sees an article and a photo of Edna and Arthur happily together. Narrator 

Vivian dwells on this moment and mentions that at the time, she could not see the unfairness, 

but now it “enrages” her. 

 

 Arthur Watson had completely gotten away with his misdeeds and lies. Celia had 

 been banished by Peg, and I had been banished by Edna – but Arthur had been 

 allowed to carry on with his lovely life and his lovely wife, as though nothing had 

 ever happened. 

  The dirty little whores had been disposed of; the man was allowed to remain. 

 Of course, I didn’t recognize the hypocrisy back then.  

 But Lord, I recognize it now. (313)  

 

This scene reveals a double standard and ingrained shame for sexuality in a society that 

punishes women but lets the men be. Time allows Vivian to come to terms with her shame, and 

when her engagement is off, she reconciles with her sexuality. She discards the dichotomy of a 

good and bad girl and acknowledges her sexuality as a natural part of her identity. She describes 

her sexual behaviour as “unusual” rather than “bad” and strives to be “a good person” and not 
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comply with a stereotype of “a good girl” (397). Vivian does not have shame about her many 

sexual encounters before or after the incident with Celia and Arthur. However, she does 

describe the shame over that incident as a “burden” and acknowledges how traumatizing the 

insult was for her (397). Nevertheless, her shame is again placed on the mistake rather than her 

sexuality, which indicates a positive shift. Although Vivian continues to enjoy sex, her shame 

is only fully resolved years later when she meets the man who insulted her during that car ride, 

and that man turns out to be Frank.  

 Frank and Vivian meet during the war memorial, and as Frank approaches Vivian and 

reminds her of the details of their first meeting in order to apologize, Vivian’s shame is revived. 

Vivian decides to confront her shame a few days later and invites Frank to meet with her. When 

Vivian faces the person who insulted her, she starts processing her shame. Now a war veteran 

suffering from the consequences of the injury, Frank presents his perspective on the story. It 

quickly becomes evident that he never forgot this accident and feels deeply sorry for his words, 

which he dropped with the only intention to impress Vivian’s brother (430-431). Bringing the 

male perspective into the narrative contributes to the complexity of shame and allows readers 

to see that while women are the initial victims, those who shame them are also wounded. Vivian 

and Frank’s dialogue makes it evident that the shame they felt all those years was mutual and 

equally destructive. Before her conversation with Frank, Vivian thought of the car ride as the 

day that traumatized her, but meeting Frank shows her that he, too, was traumatized. Later she 

describes that day as “a day that had left the both of us shamed and scarred” (439). The weight 

of shame is given significance, and while both Vivian and Frank understand that it is not 

possible to fix what happened, they can continue living with that. Through each other, they 

resolve their shame, as Vivian forgives Frank for his words, and he, in his turn, acknowledges 

the misogyny of his action and accepts her identity, of which sexuality is a significant part.  

 Shame becomes a remarkable point in Vivian’s growth, as it is through its processing 

that she deconstructs her belief system and establishes her identity. Such tendency is not 

uncommon in contemporary feminist literature. Describing the portrayal of sexuality in Alice 

Munro’s story Lives of Girls and Women, Bouson points out that Del, the female protagonist, 

“counters female sexual shame by shamelessly embracing her sexuality” (20, 2009). It is 

relevant for Vivian, who faces shame on her way to sexual agency, and accepting her sexuality 

as natural becomes one of the most critical steps toward her sexual freedom.   
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3.3 Embracing Sexuality  

The evolution of female sexuality in fiction has been evident in contemporary novels. 

Surapeepan Chatraporn discusses the phenomenon, presenting a comparative analysis of the 

traditional portrayal of sexually transgressive heroines from literary classics and heroines from 

more contemporary works. Chatraporn claims that such contemporary narratives, to which I 

believe City of Girls can be attributed, “defy feminine virtues set by patriarchal gender rules, 

appropriate female space and mobility, and assert female sexual freedom” (2008, 24). 

Chatraporn deconstructs the concept of the fallen woman in fiction, showing that a fallen 

woman would be “a woman deviated from the idealized conception of womanhood” (24), 

meaning she would be the opposite of passive and submissive. In my view, Vivian Morris, 

much like heroines from the popular contemporary novels examined by Chatraporn, presents a 

refined image of female sexuality. Vivian as a heroine avoids “ruin” and grows into full agency 

over her identity, embracing her sexuality. 

 In 1940, Vivian’s friendship with the sexually free showgirls motivates her to lose her 

virginity, which she does two weeks post her arrival. Vivian regards her lack of sexual 

experience as a nuisance and a consequence of a strict conservative upbringing, which Vivian 

is eager to dispose of as quickly as possible – to fill in the gaps in her metaphorical “sexual 

resume” (73). She makes “an appointment” with Dr. Kellog, a married man who pays showgirls 

for sex. However, the showgirls do not regard this as prostitution but rather an “alternative 

arrangement” from which everyone benefits (77). Such dynamic shows the casual use of 

women’s bodies by wealthier men. However, Gilbert revisits such a dynamic through Vivian, 

making Vivian own the situation. Vivian swaps places with one of the showgirls supposed to 

visit Dr. Kellogg and enjoys her first sexual experience with him. Years later, of course, Vivian 

sees how problematic the man was, but at the time, she does not think much of their encounter 

and regards the whole story as amusing. In my view, this episode is meant to both expose and 

disrupt the power dynamic of a heterosexual relationship, which presents sex as a transaction 

between a man and a woman. However, this scene almost reverses roles and portrays Vivian as 

the one using Dr. Kellogg, as she eventually gets what she wants in a safe and consensual 

experience, which empowers her: “I could not believe what I had just done. My boldness that 

morning – sex with a strange man! – seemed to have sprung from someone else, but I also felt 

more authentic to myself than ever” (91). This little adventure sets the tone for Vivian’s sexual 

expression in the following months and lowers the meaning of sex to an enjoyable and casual 

activity.  
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 Nevertheless, Vivian's sexual freedom in her youth lacks agency and is more of 

availability to men. In the summer of 1940, Vivian and Celia go “looking for trouble” (95), and 

Vivian ends up with many partners. Although the decision to be sexually free is Vivian's, she 

has no agency over her sexuality. Describing her experiences that summer, Vivian says the 

following: “I’d been palmed and rubbed and penetrated, and certainly fingered and probed (my 

heavens, how the boys liked to poke about, and so vigorously, too)” (200). The very language 

used to describe sex shows the power dynamic, that of a subject and an object, of active 

masculinity and passive femininity. As Greer (1971, 42) points out in her analysis of discourse 

around sex, “All the vulgar linguistic emphasis is placed upon the poking element [...] screwing, 

rooting, shagging are all acts performed upon the passive female; the names for the penis are 

all tool names.” As the language both creates and reflects reality, it is evident that the sexual 

power dynamic is mirrored in the language used to describe the sexual experience, with verbs 

used to describe sex having connotations of power and force. Such language does not allow a 

woman to occupy space for herself in sexual discourse, and diminishes her to an object, a 

receiver of active male sexuality. This lack of agency is reflected in Vivian’s words, who 

describes her experiences as follows: “For the most part, what I had been doing over the course 

of these past few months was allowing dirty, filthy things to happen to me, at the hands of men 

who were always in a big hurry to get it done” (203). Vivian’s early sex is presented as typically 

heteronormative, unequal, and hardly enjoyable for a woman. 

 However, language like that is only present in the description of Vivian’s early sexual 

experiences before she settles into her agency and takes control of her sexuality. The shift in 

Vivian's perception of sexuality from playing into heteronormative dynamics to pursuing 

pleasure occurs when she starts dating one of the actors of Lily Playhouse, Anthony. Anthony 

prioritizes her pleasure and teaches her to talk openly about sex, thus encouraging Vivian to 

explore her sexuality. Although Vivian’s affair with Anthony is brief and abruptly ends after 

Vivian’s night with Celia and Arthur, their time puts an end to Vivian's “debauchery” and sets 

a high standard for her sexual expectations. In some way, through Anthony, Vivian learns to 

take control of her pleasure and shifts the focus from patriarchal games to the sensuality of the 

experience. 

 As Vivian matures, her perception of feminine beauty, sexual shame, and sexuality 

transform. As she embraces her sexuality, she becomes a confident and self-sufficient person, 

the one Edna told her she would never be. Vivian moves from superficiality to significance in 

fashion, grows to love post-war New York, and values female friendships over romance. Her 

sexuality becomes a natural part of her identity, especially when her shame is resolved after 
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meeting Frank. Vivian does not stop having sex with age, yet she is not obsessed with it like 

she was in the 1940s. When Vivian returns to New York during the war, she naturally puts her 

sexuality on hold. She grows more into her personality, establishing her identity on qualities 

like talent and resourcefulness which prove to be more solid than sexuality. Vivian becomes a 

New Yorker with a bank account, a library card, and a good sense of the city (357). She takes 

pleasure in her own company: “Eating alone by the window in a quiet restaurant is one of life’s 

greatest secret pleasures” (358). Gilbert does not define Vivian by her sexuality, but she shows 

her as a complex person whose sexual agency becomes a natural consequence of her 

independent life. Discussing sexually transgressive heroines in contemporary novels, 

Chatraporn makes the following point: 

 

The fallen woman is depicted as a self-conscious and heroic figure. The fallen woman, 

traditionally a secondary character who is considered a threat to the virtuous heroine, 

emerges as a central or major character, and embodies a revolutionary power which both 

conquers and heals the community to which she belongs. Furthermore, female identity 

is more often than not represented through the merging of the fallen woman and the 

modern woman. (2008, 31) 

 

Heroines that would have been labelled as “fallen” emerge in contemporary works as 

empowering and important. It is relevant for Vivian, who becomes a friend to many women 

through her business and builds a remarkable career as a talented designer, contributing to the 

community. Vivian has a group of female friends, and she is not ostracized for her sexuality, 

but rather her sexuality co-exists with her as a natural part of her identity. Vivian’s battle with 

shame allows her to depart from the stereotype of the good girl and understand that sexuality is 

neutral and does not define a person’s moral status. In showing Vivian’s character arc through 

almost seventy years, Gilbert depicts the evolution of her sexuality from a young girl who 

sexualizes and objectifies herself and caters to toxic masculinity, to a mature individual who 

unconditionally accepts and boldly acts on her sexual impulses. Through her long journey, 

Vivian learns to take control of her sexual expression and treat sex as a satisfying activity rather 

than a power battle or an ultimate expression of love.  

 As an adult, Vivian enjoys casual sexual encounters and acts on her sexual impulses. 

Sex intrigues her, and with age, she wants to “explore” it and satisfy her desire (392). “Sleeping 

with men – lots of men – that’s more or less my way of life”, says Vivian to Frank about her 

sexuality (450). For Vivian, sexuality is natural, and sex does not make her happy, but it makes 
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her satisfied, and so it is a necessary part of her life. In a novel that is not shy about sex, the 

greatest intimacy is found in a platonic relationship. The intimacy of Vivian and Frank’s 

relationship, which mainly consists of night walks and sincere conversations, is painted as far 

more significant than physical. Frank becomes the only man Vivian loves, and that is also a 

feature of a contemporary sexually transgressive heroine. Discussing Eva Bates, a character of 

Fanny Flagg’s Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Café, Chatraporn (2008, 32) points 

out that “Although Eva has multiple sexual partners, she has only one love”. It is valid for 

Vivian, who mentions that before Frank, she “had lovers, but not loves” (394). What 

distinguishes Vivian from other sexually transgressive heroines is that her relationship with 

Frank is not sexual. In my view, removing physicality from Vivian's only romance highlights 

the insignificance of sex for intimacy. Vivian and Frank’s relationship lasts twelve years until 

his sudden passing, and throughout this whole time, Vivian keeps having casual sex with other 

men. Gilbert divides intimacy and sex and questions the significance of the latter. Vivian and 

Frank’s relationship is that of equal and intimate lovers, and it does not resemble the portrayal 

of Connie and Mellors’ affair, as there is no power dynamic. Gilbert deconstructs the 

heterosexual relationship and portrays a female heroine as an active agent of her sexuality. 

 In my view, Vivian Morris is an example of what Greer (2000) calls a “whole woman”. 

As Greer points out, “That would be a woman who did not exist to embody male sexual 

fantasies or rely upon a man to endow her with identity and social status, a woman who did not 

have to be beautiful, who could be clever, who would grow in authority as she aged” (2000, 9). 

Vivian embodies her “wholeness” by rejecting objectification, challenging beauty, and 

embracing her sexuality. Vivian is a strong protagonist and a crucial female image representing 

a positive sexual identity. As Chocano (2017, 59) points out, “In male coming-of-age story, the 

boy creates himself. In the female coming-of-age story, the girl is created by forces around her. 

In the feminist coming-of-age story, the girl resists the forces and becomes herself.” Vivian 

embodies feminist vision as she embraces her identity and sexuality through shame, grows into 

her personality, and owns a full agency over her life. 

 

3.4 Concluding Remarks 

The analysis in this chapter is meant to show the evolution of the novel's protagonist and the 

complexity of her journey. City of Girls problematizes the erotic exploitation of female bodies 

and challenges the idea of feminine beauty in its portrayal of the showgirls. The novel 

reconsiders beauty and shows that Vivian finds more meaning in the imperfection and flaws of 

regular women than in the polished unnatural patriarchal images. Moreover, Vivian transforms 
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fashion into an instrument of self-expression and uses it as a way to bond with other women. 

Vivian’s battle with shame is central to the novel, and slut-shaming is portrayed as highly 

traumatizing. Gilbert reflects how misogyny hurts all sides involved by showing Frank's 

perspective on the situation. However, early challenges become Vivian's defining experience, 

leading her to embrace her sexuality and accept it as intrinsic and essential.  

 As I mentioned in the Introduction, Gilbert does not simply present a refined image of 

female sexuality out of touch with social realities but instead crafts this image through 

questioning and rethinking suppositions assigned to sexually transgressive women. Gilbert 

points out that women are not biologically pre-conditioned to express their sexuality in a 

passive, cautious, self-conscious way but are instead forced to do so by the social 

circumstances. Although a work of fiction, Gilbert's novel is heavily based on research and thus 

reflective of social conditions that shape female experience differently than male. However, in 

showing Vivian’s evolution, Gilbert states that women should not be defined by societal 

expectations and can craft their sexual identity and define their sexuality. 
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4 Conclusion 
 

This thesis analyses the representation of female sexuality in literature and presents two views 

on female sexuality, patriarchal and feminist. Analysis of Lady Chatterley’s Lover reveals how 

the novel exemplifies the patriarchal vision of female sexuality and uses femininity to establish 

masculine identity. Connie Chatterley is a culmination of the patriarchal image of traditional 

femininity. Connie is written as a submissive and a passive character, driven by her biological 

destiny, despite her bold choices. Although she manifests vitalist values and desires to explore 

her sexuality and be with her lover, she is not given enough space and agency to establish 

vitalism. Connie is used as a vessel for a more significant masculine identity, that of Oliver 

Mellors, and Connie’s femininity and sexuality are exploited throughout the novel for the sake 

of this character. Lady Chatterley’s Lover, a patriarchal narrative, reflects many misogynistic 

theories, including essentialism and Freud’s theory of sexuality. Moreover, the novel presents 

multiple binary oppositions, with the central one being between femininity and masculinity. In 

portraying “sensuality”, Lady Chatterley’s Lover diminishes sex to a power struggle and 

neglects to explore the sexual pleasure as such. However, Lawrence’s novel is reflective of its 

time, and it is more important to see how representation has changed in contemporary 

narratives. 

 City of Girls is an example of a contemporary feminist narrative, and it shows an entirely 

different image of female sexuality. Gilbert challenges the traditional vision of sexuality and 

removes layers of patriarchal meanings in her representation. Feminine beauty is seen as yet 

another social construct that is superficial and limiting to women. Gilbert reconsiders feminine 

beauty and questions the impact of the male gaze on women's choices. She presents a new type 

of empowering and self-determined beauty that allows women to make a statement to the world 

and connect to each other. City of Girls tackles the issue of female sexual shame and social 

punishment that comes with sexual activity and reveals that they, in fact, do not convey 

significant meaning. Shame is presented as an idea created by society and falsely accepted as a 

norm. Gilbert shows that being shamed for sexuality is a traumatic experience that wounds 

women and those who shame them, and that overcoming shame is a step toward embracing 

sexuality. City of Girls demonstrates Vivian’s evolution from a sexual object to an independent 

individual who embraces her sexuality and enjoys having sex. Vivian takes control over her 

sexuality by acting upon her sexual impulses and accepting her desire as normal. Gilbert shows 

that sex does not have as much meaning as is socially assigned to it and portrays the only 
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romantic relationship in Vivian’s life as purely platonic yet very intimate. In my view, Vivian 

is a balanced feminist character that adds value to the literary representation of women. 

 Sexuality is not the whole person, but patriarchy makes it seem so by weaponizing 

sexuality against the more marginalized groups. Female sexuality is socially constructed rather 

than pre-determined, and it has a long history of discrimination and oppression. Writers are 

among those who perpetuate stereotypes or challenge them, as presented in this thesis. The 

discussion in this thesis is meant to show the connection between literary images and societal 

ideas, highlighting the significance of literature as a tool for representation. Analysing literary 

works allows us to reconsider and redefine female sexuality and improve literary representation, 

ensuring that literature provides positive sexual identity models for readers. Although female 

sexuality is shrouded in misconceptions, contemporary feminist works show that under the 

layers of social meanings, there is a healthy sexual identity for a person of any gender.  
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